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Mailing, Shipping And Accounting In 
One Powerful System

IS-6000

The IS-6000 was designed to meet the demanding needs of 
commercial volume letter and parcel processing environments. Its 
intuitive features, like the i-Weigh Dynamic Scale, dramatically reduce 
mail processing time and simplify operations. The built-in four-point 
detection system is patented to automatically weigh and measure the 
full dimensions of your mail, accurately applying postage at speeds of 
up to 150 letters per minute.

The IS-6000 is powered by RunMyMail software, creating an 
unparalleled user experience. All the features from the Mail’n Ship 
Station’s control panel are accessed from a PC, making it easier and 
faster to get the job done.

• Find and select Canada Post lettermail services

• View ink levels, postage account balance and add postage funds

to your meter

• Set-up, preview and modify system settings

• Select and change weighing modes and accounting departments

• Add custom graphics to your envelopes

• Start and stop mail processing

Quadient and Bullfrog Power®

Quadient is proud to be 
partnered with Bullfrog 
Power, Canada’s leading 
green energy provider.  
By choosing Bullfrog Power’s green energy  
for all our Canadian facilities, Quadient is 
reducing its environmental impact and 
supporting the growth of green energy 
projects in Canada.

This multi-year partnership will also see 
Bullfrog Power’s generators inject 100% 
green electricity back into the grid to 
match the power consumption of all 
Quadient Mail’n Ship Stations installed at 
new customer locations. 

Mail’n Ship Stations powered by green 
energy are a first for the industry in Canada 
and demonstrate Quadient’s commitment 
to include all stakeholders in its 
sustainability efforts. 

Learn more at www.bullfrogpower.com.

Meet Quadient’s IS-6000 high-production, web 
enabled Mail’n Ship Station.

MYQUADIENT is a unique online application that 
provides instant access to all of the services and 
supplies you need to realize the full potential of your 
Mail’n Ship Station. MYQUADIENT is suited for any size 
mailroom, from small offices to multi-site organizations. 

Ship, manage, control, report, diagnose, and purchase 
supplies through a single online tool - it’s all right at 
your fingertips. 

To find out more visit: 

www.quadient.com/MYQUADIENT
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IS-6000

3. Web Enabled 15” Ajustable Colour Touch-Screen
swivels 360o  to adjust to any workspace. Offers
direct internet access to online tools such as
MYQuadient, NeoShip, Purolator, FedEx and more

7. Self Aligning Mixed-Size Mail Feeder
provides reliable processing of mixed- 

    size mail without the need to presort 
    your mail

6. i-Weigh Dynamic Scale
automatically weighs and
measures mail at up to speeds
of 150 letters per minute
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4. Integrated Label Dispenser prints
labels for items under 500 grams that
cannot fit into the  Mixed-Mail Feeder

2. Pair the IS-6000 with NeoShip
to automate weight calculations
for your documents and parcels using
the IS-6000’s weighing platform
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1. External Weighing Technology
with differential weighing makes
processing mixed-sized items easy

5. Integrated Print Head designed
as part of the Mail’n Ship
Station and guaranteed to last
the life of the system

The IS-5000 maximizes efficiency 
by centralizing all mail centre  

operations into a single 
workstation.

NeoShip provides the flexibility of 
printing Canada Post approved 

shipping labels from any office or 
thermal label printer.



IS-6000

Specifications

Speed (Batch Processing) Up to 300 letters per minute

Dynamic Weighing Speed Up to 150 letters per minute

15” Control Panel 
Web Enabled Colour 

Touch Screen

Control Panel Customization Standard

Automatic Label Dispenser Standard

Label Dispenser Automatic

Feeding Capability
Load‘n Go True  

Mixed Mail Feeding

Accounting Departments 100 Standard

Nested/Non Nested 
Envelope Sealing

Yes

Differential Weighing Standard

Smart Start System Activation Standard

Impression Memories 15

Rate Shortcut Keys 6

Last Rate Used Last 20 Rates Selected

Rate Wizard Standard

Canada Post Parcel Services Supported

Regular Parcel™

Priority™ and Priority™ Worldwide

Xpresspost™ – Domestic, USA and International

Expedited Parcel™ - Domestic and USA

Tracked Packet™

International Parcel™

Small Packet™

Collect on Delivery (C.O.D.)

Library Material

Commercial and Government Parcel

Options

Weighing Platforms 3, 5, 10 or 35kg

i-Weigh Dynamic Scale Yes

Barcode Scanner Yes

Mail Accounting Software (MAS) Yes

We’ve Got You Covered

Quadient’s comprehensive MailCare service 
packages ensure every Mail’n Ship Station is 
operating at peak efficiency.  

With a team of friendly and 
experienced customer 
service agents behind every 
system, along with a 
guaranteed service 
replacement commitment, 
you can feel confident that all 
your business communications are getting to 
their destination on time. 

Ecological Solutions 

The IS-6000 carries the Quadient eco-label – 
proof of our commitment to eco-design our 
products. 

• Our packaging is 100% cardboard and
recyclable

• The IS-6000 complies with the latest
EnergyStar® Standard using 3.1W in sleep mode

• The IS-6000 is at least 74% recyclable
• Total energy consumption is 21kWh/year

Quadient® and the Quadient logo are registered trademarks of Quadient group AG. All other 
company and product names may be trademarks and are the property of their respective 
owners. All information in this document, including descriptions of features, functions, 
performance and specifications is subject to change without written notice at any time.

www.quadient.com

About Quadient

Quadient is the driving force behind the 
world’s most meaningful customer 
experiences. By focusing on four key solution 
areas including Customer Experience 
Management, Business Process Automation, 
Mail-related Solutions, and Parcel Locker 
Solutions, Quadient helps simplify the 
connection between people and what matters. 
Quadient supports hundreds of thousands of 
customers worldwide in their quest to create 
relevant, personalized connections and 
achieve customer experience excellence. 
Quadient is listed in compartment B of 
Euronext Paris (QDT) and belongs to the SBF 
120 index.

For more information about Quadient, visit 
quadient.com.


